
Raux Brothers: Crafting Lifestyles

The store offers furniture that combines luxury and comfort.

The  hallmark  that  signifies  Raux  Brothers  is  their  fine  handcrafted
furniture and homeware,  and the visitor  who ventures into their  new
Concept Store, is guaranteed to be charmed and impressed.
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Marking the excellence in their journey of 60 years, Raux Brothers opened a new
Concept Store, in Bambalapitiya, conveniently located with easy access and ample
parking space. A four-floored store of 18,000 square feet, the edifice is home to
collections of in- and outdoor furniture, fine upholstery with drapery and rugs,
and homeware with planters, usables and decorative ware. The uniqueness of the
store is that it has the ambience of a home rather than a store, offering visitors
the space and time to draw inspiration and to reimagine their own home.

https://exploresrilanka.lk/raux-brothers-crafting-lifestyles/


The store places importance on newest lifestyle trends as preferences evolve over
time, as Raux Brothers aim to deliver unique, designer furniture and homeware
which enhance the elegant life of the client. Crafted by the skillful artisans of Sri
Lanka, these exclusive products have never lost the touch of a hand over the
years.

“At our concept store, we take our clients’ goal as our blueprint, bridging lines
between residential and retail, indoors and outdoors, physical and digital,” says
Kalani Raux, Director, Raux Brothers. “We are geared to  meet the requirements
of large-scale projects in furniture with overseas experience and value addition in
place as  well  as  furnishing for  boutique projects  with the same attention to
detail.”

The company has partnered with globally  reputed furnishing brands to  offer
premium quality. The store lends opportunity to homegrown and international
designers and artists as well; they can display their work among the beautifully
curated living spaces.

Raux Brothers’ staff is welcoming and assistance is ready at hand, but they are
not intrusive: the visitor is able to explore at their own pace and privacy. The
concept store will offer a boutique coffee house in the future, an ideal place to
stop for a moment and have an artisan cup of coffee amidst a beautifully designed
semi–outdoor space.

Raux Brothers; 746,

Galle Road, Colombo 4;

Tel: (+94) 112594177;

sales@rauxbrothers.com;

rauxbrothers.com;

Opening hours: 10am-7pm (Mon-Sat) 10am-3pm (Sundays)

 


